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Amber’s Secret 
“The untold story of how I went from making $7.50 an hour…

to living on the Florida coast… knowing an income secret
that’s making hundreds of people a fortune.”

Amber: Hi. I’m Amber Lee Mason... Executive Editor at S&A Investment Research.

I’m smiling because I just made $219, right here from my computer, while sitting by
my pool. And I know how to do this month after month.

And that’s exactly why I’ve brought you here today. 

I want to show you how I make this type of money… and how you can most likely do
this yourself to make hundreds of dollars per month. 

You see, many many years ago, I was living in one of the worst neighborhoods in
America. I was living in someone else’s basement… a long way from the Florida
beach coast – which is where I’m living now.

I’m almost embarrassed to admit this, but back then I was selling calendars at the
local mall and making only $7.50 an hour. 

And to be honest, I had no idea what to do with my future. 

But today, things are much different for me. 

I live in one of America’s wealthiest beach towns. 

In just a minute, we’re going to step outside so I can show you how this secret
works… and how to use it from your own computer every single month, to collect
hundreds… or even thousands of dollars a month in income. 

I can tell you that one fellow who’s learned about this secret from my firm made
$8,000 in one month. 

You see, when I graduated from college with a degree in English, I had very little
investing knowledge, beyond balancing my checkbook each month. 

My mom was a nurse and my dad was a high school English teacher. And when I was

growing up I didn’t know anything about stocks and bonds. My parents taught me
only how to save… NOT how to increase my money through the financial markets. 

But back in 2007, I was introduced to a remarkable income secret… the one I’m
going to share with you today. 

I have to admit, I happen to a very skeptical person…. So before I tried it, I did a lot
of investigating to make sure I wasn’t going to get ripped off or that it wasn’t illegal
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of investigating to make sure I wasn’t going to get ripped off or that it wasn’t illegal
or too risky.  

I spent months learning about this secret, but it turns out a small group of people
across the country were already using it for themselves. And they were making
extraordinary amounts of income. 

For example, I learned about a woman named Valerie who made over $20,000 in
just 5 months.

And an Idaho man named Peter who collects an average of $10,000 every 30 days.

But as impressive as that is, what finally convinced me to give this approach a shot
is the fact that many of my own colleagues at Stansberry Research use it
themselves… with their own personal accounts. 

For example, my friend Dan who’s a customer service representative for S&A
Research has used this secret 7 times recently… and has made $15,502… So he’s
averaging about $2,200 every single time. 

Another colleague of mine, Brian, has made over $22,000. 

It even turns out that one of my longtime co-workers has personally collected
hundreds of thousands of dollars with it. 

But by now you’re probably wondering: What is this secret… and how does it work?

Well… Follow me… Let me show you. 

Now, you’re probably wondering where I’m taking you.

Well… we’re headed to one of the nicest residences in town to meet a friend of mine
who’s made a fortune with this secret. 

He makes enough money doing this to pay for almost all his expenses each month.

Actually, this friend you’re about to meet is more like a mentor to me. I’ve known
him for years. And as you can guess, he’s helped me learn about the income secret
you just saw me use to collect $219. 

And I’m not the only one he’s shared his knowledge with. He told me about a
gentleman named Robert from Ohio… who made $183,000 in 8 months with this
secret.

And a stay-at-home mother who’s made nearly $9,000 in 5 weeks. 

My friend happens to be a retired Wall Street trader who spent almost a decade at
Chase and Goldman Sachs. He made so much money he was a multi-millionaire by
his mid-thirties. 

Well, when I first learned about this secret I didn’t have a lot of extra money to
spare… and as I said before, I was highly skeptical. 

But the proof of other people’s success was pretty impressive.

Just take a look at this from a gentleman named Mike in Cincinnati: 
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Just take a look at this from a gentleman named Mike in Cincinnati: 

“I recently got laid off from my job... but [this strategy has] helped me generate
$1,000 to $1,500 per month for the last 4 months."

But the fact is, I wasn’t truly convinced this secret works till the first time I tried it
myself and saw the money appear in my brokerage account. 

Let’s just say it was pretty great. 

And in the next few minutes, you’re about to see it all for yourself…

Amber: Hi Doc. How are you? 

Doc: Hi, Amber. Doing great.

Amber:

So I’m here now with Dr. David Eifrig… a colleague and friend of mine. He’s the one
who mentored me and helped me learn how this income secret works. Dr. Eifrig is a
retired physician who attended medical school at UNC-Chapel Hill, and he’s also a
retired trader who worked for almost a decade on Wall Street. 

So Doc, you’ve helped me use this approach myself… and I know you’ve shown
hundreds of other people how to use it as well. 

Why is this strategy so important to you?

Doc: Well, listen. There are a lot of people who lost a fortune back in 2008 when
the market crashed. 

Amber: Yeah, many people lost half of their savings.  

Doc: Well…while I was waiting for you to get here, I was looking through some old
emails from people I’ve shown this to… and this secret helped many of them quickly
make their money back and to survive the tough times. 

Take a look at this…

"I never did [this] before at all… but I calculate I've netted $21,619 in a
comparatively brief period of time. Frankly, this is what’s kept me afloat

Doc: That’s from George in Utah. 

And another gentleman named Joe used this strategy to make back $50,000 of the
money he lost in the market crash of 2008.

So, the simple truth is that it just happens to be the best way I know of to generate
income in the markets. I’ve shown it to you… I’ve shown it to my colleagues… I’ve
even shown it to my mother back in Minnesota. 

I think it’s a shame that every American doesn’t know about it. 

Amber: I know that most brokers almost never tell their clients about it…

Doc: Right, and that’s the major problem. The truth is, most brokers don’t even
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Doc: Right, and that’s the major problem. The truth is, most brokers don’t even
know about this secret and the ones who do are too lazy to tell their clients about
it.  All most brokers want to do is simply buy and sell stocks. 

Amber: I know one thing I personally love about this strategy is that it’s safe… Do
you think that’s the biggest benefit?

Doc: It’s one of the benefits, sure.

But really, what I’m most proud of with the strategy I’ve helped teach you is that it
lets you collect hundreds of dollars at a time… almost instantly. You get the money
in the space of two or three minutes.

And when it comes to retirement, what a lot of the folks I’ve spoken with over the
years don’t realize is that the #1 thing you need when you’re retired is INCOME…
right? 

I mean who cares about buying some high-flying penny stock that could make you
10 times your money when you could just as easily lose it all? The fact is, when
you’re retired you need safe ways to generate income. 

Amber: Now, Doc… here’s the thing.

I hear from thousands of investors each year… And there are definitely a lot of folks
who’d agree with you… that collecting income is the most important thing to do
when you’re retired.

But most of them – I’d say 95% or more – think that the best way to do that is by
collecting dividends.

Doc: And that’s an important part but there’s so much more that people don’t
know about…

Collecting income doesn’t just mean investing in dividend-paying stocks like
McDonald’s or Coca-Cola. 

Now, don’t get me wrong… Dividend-paying stocks are a great investment for folks
approaching retirement.   

But my strategy is better than dividends. It’s that simple.

Amber: Can you tell us why?

Doc: You can make 5 to 10 times more money every year… and you get that money
almost instantly, in 2 or 3 minutes, unlike dividends, where you have to wait around
and check your mailbox for a new dividend check every 3 or 4 months.

Amber:  

OK, Doc, well how about this…

Let’s use one of those stocks you just mentioned as an example… and show my
viewers exactly how much MORE money you can make by using your strategy, as
opposed to collecting dividends.

Take Coca-Cola, for example.  
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Doc: 

OK. Right now I see that Coca-Cola is paying a 2.6% dividend. 

So if you invested $10,000 in Coke today, that means you’d get a dividend payment
of $260 per year. Coke pays dividends every quarter, which means you’d be getting
a check for $65 every three months. 

Amber: That’s not much, especially for a $10,000 investment. 

Doc: Right. I mean, $260 a year is nothing. I read a study from Boston College
recently that says the average American needs 85% of his working income in
retirement to maintain the same standard of living. 85 percent!

So getting a check for $65 every three months isn’t going to cut it. 

Amber: And even if you invested $50,000 in Coca-Cola, it wouldn’t be much
better…

Doc: Exactly. If you invested $50,000 in Coca-Cola, you’d still only be getting
$1,300 a year in income. 

But with my strategy, instead of waiting a whole year, you could collect $278 thanks
to Coca-Cola… RIGHT NOW, in literally the next 2 or 3 minutes.  

Over the course of a year, you could end up with nearly 6 TIMES more money, and
you don’t have to touch any stocks upfront, or wait all year for a check. I could make
the transaction right here at this table, if I wanted to… and use the cash to pay for
dinner tonight.

You see, there are a lot of retirees in this country who are forced to go back to
work… mostly because they just never took the time to learn how to truly invest
and grow their money. They hear about IPOs, so they buy IPOs. They hear about
dot-coms, so they buy dot-coms. They never take the time to look into any good
alternatives… like this one.

I mean I just read about a woman in her 70’s who has to work a menial office job
because she can’t afford to retire. In her 70’s and she’s still working… and getting
paid next to nothing! 

Stories like that break my heart… 

Amber: But isn’t that the nature of a true free market? Isn’t there always some
people who are going to do well and others who aren’t? 

Doc: Sure. I could knock on every door in America and explain how this secret
works… and there’s STILL going to be some guy out there who doesn’t get it.
People are afraid to try new things. And in the market, that’s a terrible attitude. 

Take a guy I heard from just recently, for example, Thomas in Arizona. He sent me a
note saying that he was scared – I mean actually frightened – to try this strategy
when I showed it to him. But he went on to make $7,500 and said it’s opened up an
entire world of possibilities for him. 

Amber: So if more people knew about this strategy, you’re saying fewer retirees
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Amber: So if more people knew about this strategy, you’re saying fewer retirees
would be forced to go back to work? 

Doc: Absolutely. But I can’t knock on every door in America.

Like I said, in a way it all goes back to brokers…

Amber: What do you mean by that, exactly?

Doc: Well, brokers have a lot of influence on individual investors. For most people,
when your broker tells you to buy a stock, you trust them and buy the stock. 

And that’s unfortunate… because it’s been my personal experience that… well…
most brokers don’t really care about you. 

I spent almost a decade on Wall Street, where I met hundreds of brokers. And
honestly, Amber, their lack of ethics in some cases was simply incredible. That’s one
of the reasons why I eventually quit working on Wall Street altogether. 

A lot of times, brokers won’t tell you about this strategy because they just simply
don’t care about your best interest. 

That’s one of the reasons why I agreed to talk about this on-camera today. I don’t
want this strategy to be a secret. Maybe I’m old-fashioned… but where I come from,
in Minnesota, that’s not the way to treat people. So I’m doing everything I can to
spread this idea. 

Amber: Doc, I know you’re right, but there are still a lot of folks who are
absolutely convinced that dividends are the only way to go. It’s what you read about
in magazines like Forbes and Fortune.

Doc: Well, look. Let’s do another example. McDonald’s. What’s McDonald’s paying
right now in dividends? 

Doc: OK, so that means a $10,000 investment in McDonald’s would generate about
$300 a year… Not much money, would you agree? Between 3% and 4%?  So that
means a $10,000 investment in McDonald’s would generate less than $400 a year…
Not much money, would you agree?

Amber: It doesn’t seem to be that much…

 Doc: But with my strategy, based on what I’m seeing in the markets right now, you
could collect about $250 thanks to McDonald’s, in the next few minutes. 

Over the course of a year, you could collect nearly 4 TIMES what you’d collect by
taking the old-fashioned route and actually investing in McDonald’s. 

Amber: But you admit that collecting dividends can be a good approach.

Doc: Absolutely. But if you want to make even more money and you want to collect
it instantly then you should definitely give my strategy a try. 

Amber: So let’s get more specific about how this strategy works. You said earlier
that it helped a lot of folks make money after the market crashed in 2008?

Doc: It certainly did. 
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Doc: It certainly did. 

For instance, a fellow named Darryl in Virginia made roughly $3,000 thanks to one
of my favorite stocks, Annaly.

A fellow named Robert from Ohio made something like $20,000. 

Or take Mike in Cincinnati I heard from, who’d been laid off from his job, like so
many other people. He sent an email saying, “I pocketed $1,331 with Annaly alone."

Amber: Now Doc, with the government’s debt problems only getting worse, the
stock market could be in for a bumpy ride over the next few months… even years.  

Will there still be plenty of opportunities to use this strategy? 

Doc: Well, you can apply this strategy on over 2,000 different stocks in the market.
Name a company… and chances are, there’s an opportunity to collect at least a few
hundred dollars with it, right now.

But sometimes these payouts get even higher… 

Amber: And that depends on what the market’s doing?

Doc: Exactly. It’s a lot of technical stuff your viewers might not be interested in,
but basically, the bumpier the stock market environment… the larger these payouts
get. It’s all about volatility. So yes, if the government’s debt problems stirs up the
market a little, that’s all the better for people like you and me… and the hundreds
of other people I’ve shown this strategy to.

Amber: OK, Doc… well here’s what I want to do.

I’d like to use your computer and actually go online to my brokerage account… right
now… and use this strategy on-camera, for my viewers.

I want anyone who’s watching this presentation to see, in real-time, exactly how
much more money you could collect with this strategy than dividends… and how
easy it is to execute.

Doc: Sounds good to me.

Amber: OK… so which stock should I use it on?

Doc: Let’s do another popular dividend stock. How about Microsoft?

Amber:  OK… So I see that right now, there’s a $264 payout available in Microsoft.

What I’m doing right now is logging into my account. That’s the first step…

Doc: Just out of curiosity, I want to time you… to see how long it takes you to
collect this money. It shouldn’t take you longer than 3 minutes. 

Amber: Sounds good. So I’m logged into my account and now I need to select the
transaction I want. 

Before I collect this money, I should make clear that the way this income secret
works, you make a very simple transaction in the market.
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works, you make a very simple transaction in the market.

But it’s unlike any transaction you’ve probably ever seen before.

For one thing, I’m not buying any shares of Microsoft upfront. I’m not buying any
bonds… mutual funds… ETFs… or anything like that. And this isn’t a dividend, and
it’s not a special one-time payout. You can collect these payouts every month. 

It’s also important to remember that the income you are able to collect from these
companies can fluctuate from day to day, so the transaction I’m doing today is not
necessarily the same one that may be available when you are reading this
presentation, or even one that I would recommend at the time.  

Amber: OK. I’m almost finished… All I’ve got to do is click the confirmation tab
and I’ll be done. 

There. And I just collected $340 thanks to Microsoft. It’s right here in my
brokerage account.  

How long did it take me? 

Doc: Less than 3 minutes and you were talking most of the time.

Amber:  Now, that’s over $200 in income in less than 5 minutes. 

Doc: You asked me earlier why I’m so passionate about this… well, there you go.
When you’re in the business of helping people learn how to make more money for
retirement, like I am, and there’s a strategy like this in the world… you want to do
just about anything you can to share it.

Amber: Our firm has gotten some wonderful e-mails about this strategy from the
folks we’ve shared it with so far… 

For example…

Mike C. in St. Louis told us, "This is the most exciting, instructive and profitable
strategy I've discovered in the past 20 years. I have made…  about $15,000 to
date."  

And Peter K. in Idaho wrote: "[This] has made me an average of $10,000 per
month."

But I know folks are probably wondering, “Where exactly does all this money come
from, anyway?”

Doc: Right. That’s the biggest question I get when I show this strategy to
newcomers. Everyone wants to know: Where’s the money coming from?

Ifirst discovered this transaction at Goldman Sachs were I worked with an elite
group of traders. And as you know, Amber, Goldman Sachs runs a pretty big
operation. It wasn’t uncommon for me to see $10 or $20 million trades cross my
desk a dozen times in a single morning.

But consider this…

When you hear about Wall Street through the mainstream media – whether it’s an
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When you hear about Wall Street through the mainstream media – whether it’s an
article in the newspaper or even a movie from Hollywood – most of the time, you
hear about brokers trading stock. Right? It’s always some big story about a guy who
got an inside tip on a hot new stock.

But I can tell you that back in the 1980s, when I was there… we made a lot of money
from a completely different source… 

Amber: This transaction.

Doc: This single transaction we’ve been talking about today accounted for literally
hundreds of millions of dollars in profits for Goldman, year in and year out… And
almost NOBODY outside the bank understood how we were doing it. We had strict
instructions to keep our strategy a secret. Honestly, sometimes it felt like we were
working on the Manhattan Project. 

Amber: Did you have to sign a confidentiality agreement?

Doc: Absolutely. Goldman has proprietary secrets, just like any bank. And if you
were to just walk around town spouting out all the secrets you’d learned… I’d say
that’s a pretty good recipe for getting fired.

But there was a good reason for all that secrecy. By using this single transaction –
which you and I just did here at my computer – Goldman generated millions. 

Absolute millions. And I can tell you, the perks of running that operation were
pretty nice. I’d get free tickets to the opera… spend entire weekends in Cancun…
season tickets to the Knicks and Rangers… you name it.

Amber: But Goldman kept it all to themselves.

Doc: Right, and that brings me back to the question you just asked: Where does all
this money come from?

Well, banks and brokerages like to keep that a secret… because the answer is pretty
amazing. The money you get by applying this strategy is something that Wall Street
prays the average investor never figures out. 

It’s one of the few real ways to safely collect extra income for retirement. 

Again, it’s not like investing in stocks the way 99% of Americans do… 

Or investing in gold… silver… ETFs… or any funds at all… 

Instead, it all boils down to what I call “the biggest dirty little secret” you’ll ever
hear about in this industry.

Amber: Can you tell us what that secret is, exactly?

Doc: It’s very simple. The secret is that the people who make a lot of money are the
ones who regularly pocket the losses from speculative investors. 

Amber: Pocket the losses… Can you explain a little bit more what that means?

Doc: Sure. The richest people in the market are brokers, bankers, and hedge fund
managers, right? Some of them are billionaires.
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managers, right? Some of them are billionaires.

Now, most people think they made all their money by using their intellectual
prowess… and finding the best-performing investments. But the truth is, they often
got rich by simply pocketing the investment losses of investors who made bad
decisions. 

The perfect example is hedge fund manager John Paulson.

During the mortgage crisis Paulson made $15 BILLION in a single year. He used a
similar principle in that he was able to collect investment losses from investors who
thought the housing boom would never end. 

Paulson realized the market was going to crash and he made a fortune when it did…
all thanks to other investors. 

Another well-known hedge fund manager - George Soros - made $1 billion in a
single day in the early 1990s thanks to people who were investing in the British
Pound. 

Soros thought the value of the pound was going to decrease and he pocketed other
investors’ losses when it did. 

Amber: In other words, you’re saying brokers and hedge fund managers don’t
make their money by picking moonshot investments…

But just sit back and collect the money lost by other investors.

Doc: Yes, and that’s exactly what you and I get to do, with this strategy… but on a
much smaller scale. 

There are thousands of investors every single day making foolish bets. Now, don’t
get me wrong: You’re not betting against them, by doing this. Not at all. You’re just
scooping up their losses. When the transaction plays out the way you want, you get
the money, and you walk away.

And keep in mind, you can collect other people’s losses on over two thousand stocks
across the market. 

For example, I can tell you off the top of my head, right now you can collect $412
thanks to Intel… $600 thanks to Silver Wheaton… and $514 thanks to Target. 

That’s more than $1,500 in income that you can collect on your computer in the
next 2 or 3 minutes. 

That’s why, frankly, a lot of folks who try this strategy for the first time decide to
stop buying stocks the old fashioned way… All they want to use is this single
transaction to provide money for their retirement. 

Amber: I know I certainly don’t buy nearly as many stocks as I used to, now that I
know about this strategy.

Doc: Yeah, I don’t buy that many stocks anymore, either, for the same reason.
Doing this makes so much more sense. Earlier this morning I was looking at one of
my favorite stocks, Johnson & Johnson. It’s trading for $69 a share and paying a
3.6% dividend. 
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And for most investors, that 3.6% dividend is all they see… they don’t realize there’s
this little-known transaction hidden away in the market that you could use to
collect $1,080 over the course of a year thanks to Johnson & Johnson. 

Instead, let’s say someone invested as much as $20,000 into Johnson & Johnson
stock. They would get $720 a year in dividends… and that’s if they’re lucky, and the
company doesn’t cut the dividend payout. 

Amber: Let’s get back to why this strategy is still such a secret. It just seems like
such a shame that more people aren’t doing this…

Doc: Well, again, it’s because most brokers are ignorant to how this secret works…
and then there are the people who are greedy and want to keep this all to
themselves. 

Amber: What do you mean, exactly?

Doc: When I first explain this to some people, they think there’s only so much
money in investment losses to collect, and they think the money will “run out” if
too many other people begin using this strategy. So they don’t want to share it. 

Believe me, I’m not making this up. Some of the readers we’ve shown this to at
Stansberry Research have specifically asked us to stop telling other people.

Take a look at this:

Here’s an email from Jim in Arkansas. He learned about this strategy from us and
said:

"Shhhh! Would you please pipe down about [this] already!! We've got a good thing
going here… Since November I've been [doing this] weekly… Every week is a
winner! Thanks to S&A I'll be retiring in August at age 58."  

I know for me personally, this strategy has meant hundreds of thousands of dollars
in profits… So I try and pass it along to anyone who’s willing to listen.

Amber: And the people who listen to you and follow your recommendations often
end up collecting thousands of dollars in extra income each year. 

Doc: I had a gentleman named Bill send me an email saying he made over $13,000
in January 2012 alone, and about $75,000 last year, all with the help of this
strategy. 

I even heard from a guy who became so successful doing this that he ordered a
custom license plate for his Porsche spelling out the name of this strategy.

Amber: Well, I’m not going to put this on my license plate… But as I’ve told you
many times before, Doc, I’m extremely grateful you helped me learn this strategy. 

How about we get a little specific more for my viewers?

You mentioned earlier that anyone can pocket losses from speculative investors…
by essentially doing what many hedge fund managers do. Which section of the
market does this apply to, specifically?
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Doc: I’m talking about the options market. But let me make something clear for
your viewers…

By using the strategy we’ve been talking about today properly, you do NOT need to
make any risky options trades. That’s the entire point of this, and why it’s so
valuable.

Instead, what you’re doing is simply collecting money from other people who make
risky and speculative trades.  

You see, many people invest in the options market because they want to get rich
quick. In the options market, there’s something known as “leverage”… where a
small 5% move in a stock can translate into a gain of 100% or more on the option, in
as quickly as a few days to a few hours. I have close friends who’ve doubled their
money overnight in the options market and become millionaires on a handful of
trades.

The only problem is… well, Amber, you already know what the problem is.

Amber: Options can be risky.

Doc: If you don’t know what you’re doing, options can be very risky. They can be
very profitable, but very risky… because if people don’t know what they’re doing
they could of course lose a lot of money and also end up owning a bunch of stocks
they don’t want.   

But my strategy that I’ve developed over the years for this transaction provides
protection and less risk. 

What matters is the amount of MONEY that flows through the options market.

You see, there are a lot of people in this country who want to get rich. And when
they hear about the options market, they jump in headfirst… hoping to make a
million dollars in a week. Right? We’ve all heard stories like that. And a lot of the
time… they lose. They don’t make any money.

But, now here’s the thing…

Most people believe you have to BUY options in order to make money on them. But
the strategy I use is simply a way of collecting the money of all the investors who
throw away their money on risky options. 

In other words, by using this strategy, you won’t be buying any options yourself. 

Amber: Until I learned this, I had no idea I could collect this kind of money in the
options market… without having to buy options myself.

Doc: Well, the options market is highly misunderstood. People think of it as a
place where you either get rich… or lose everything. Folks don’t realize that there’s
a big opportunity in-between those extremes, where you just stand quietly by and
collect income from other investors. 

Amber: In a way, this reminds me of the California Gold Rush back in the 1800s.
Thousands of people headed out West to discover gold and get rich… 
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But over the long run, the only people who made any real money were the folks who
worked as suppliers, and maybe the guys selling the claims. 

Doc: Right. You’re taking the low risk approach while others are speculating. The
options market is like California in 1849… and you’re just standing by, while others
are gambling away on a risky investment. 

Amber: This strategy is low risk…

Doc: Yes.Take John Paulson, for example, the hedge fund manager I mentioned
earlier, who made $18 billion in a single year.  

Or George Soros who made $1 billion.  

These guys are rich because they aren’t taking big risks. They’re just standing
quietly by… collecting other people’s bets.

The people who take risks are the people who blindly invest in the options market
hoping for a home run… 

So by using this strategy, what you and I do in the options market is simply collect
losses from these investors – gamblers, really – who think they’re going to walk
away with a 5,000% gain overnight and become millionaires by using options.
Those are the people who love to take risks… not people like you and me and the
hundreds of retirees I’ve shown this to. 

Amber: And of course, there’s no shortage of gamblers… 

Doc: Unfortunately for them, no. Not a day goes by that some investor doesn’t
make a wildcat investment. But that’s great news for you and me.

I remember reading an article in The New York Times about a guy who invested in a
company called Micron Technology because he “thought it had a cool sounding
name.” He purchased the stock for $80, and today, Micron trades for six bucks a
share. The paper quoted him saying he wanted heat and adrenaline. 

This guy was smart, too. He was a best-selling novelist.

But he lost a fortune… for the same reason that all those people who traveled out
West to California went broke in 1849. He lost sight of reality and common sense. 

In fact, people who take risky bets in the options market lose money all the time
and they’re just throwing away money. 

So now you can see why I said to you earlier, there’s plenty of this money to go
around. Tell your friends, tell your neighbors, tell anyone you want about this
strategy because they could collect thousands of dollars in income every single year.

For instance, I mentioned earlier how I showed this strategy to a fellow named
George in Utah… Here’s something else he told us…  

"I never did options before at all. But I calculate I've netted $21,619 in a
comparatively brief period." 

And a gentleman named Jeremiah in Atlanta, who told us, "I had never been
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involved with options until you introduced me to this. As a result, I made
approximately $6,000 in 2 months."

Amber: $6,000 in 2 months… All thanks to other investors. 

Doc: The way I see it, as long as there are people in the market who want a chance
to get rich… well, I’m more than happy to just sit back and collect all the money I
can with this strategy. It’s not my fault they’re taking risks with their money. I can’t
change that. 

All I can do is sit back and collect hundreds of dollars in extra income. 

The way I see it, why should all the Wall Street hot shots be the only ones making
money from this strategy? 

Amber: Doc, I agree with you 100%. Thank you for meeting with me today. I really
appreciate your time.

Doc: It’s my pleasure, Amber.

Amber: So we had a chance to talk to Doc.

But I haven’t even begun to tell you the most exciting part of this opportunity… a
way for you to begin using this strategy yourself for a chance to collect hundreds of
dollars a month, starting tomorrow morning.

You see, as I said before… learning about this secret has had a big impact on how I
generate wealth in the market. As you saw, I collected $800 today while you were
reading this presentation. 

I can tell you that as an Executive Editor at America’s biggest independent
investment research firm, I haven’t seen any other income strategy that can produce
this kind of money, so quickly… and with such little risk. That’s why I recently
helped create a special report so that folks like you could learn exactly how to use
this strategy yourself.  

It’s called My Secret to Collecting $100s on Stocks, and goes in-depth
showing you how this strategy works… and how to begin collecting hundreds of
dollars with it from your own brokerage account, every single month. 

If you’re interested, I’d be glad to give you full access to this report in the next few
minutes. 

You see, as you just saw in our interview, over the past few years Dr. Eifrig has been
sharing this strategy with me… his friends… and hundreds of people around the
world. 

But here’s the thing…

We work in the investment research business. We aren’t brokers, and we don’t
manage money. That means the only way for us to stay in business is by finding
great ideas, and selling that information to anyone who’s interested.

That’s why, typically, Dr. Eifrig charges $4,000 a year to access the full details
about his strategy. I've been reading it since he began writing it. And it's worth that
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about his strategy. I've been reading it since he began writing it. And it's worth that
much… or more.

But I also realize there are a lot of folks out there who were probably like me a few
years ago and have no idea this income strategy exists.

That’s why I recently worked out a special new project I think you’re going to love.

In short, I’ve decided to create a way to give a lot more people access to this
strategy and the kinds of opportunities I showed you today.  

I call this project DailyWealth Trader... and the way it works is very simple:

Each day I search for opportunities like the ones we talked about in the interview –
with the potential to help you collect at least several hundred dollars at a time.

When I find one, I email you the details that morning, with instructions on what to
do and how to get paid.

You see, my biggest secret is that I’ve been following Dr. Eifrig’s recommendations
with my own account. And the strategy he’s taught me really works…Of course, I am
required to tell you that as an employee of Stansberry & Associates, I must wait 24
hours after any published recommendation before I’m able to place the trade.

In the past, I kept these recommendations all to myself and my husband. 

But with DailyWealth Trader, I now get to share these types of recommendations
with folks like you who want more income.  

During this presentation, you saw me collect income from two different trades
totaling over $400. First I collected $219 thanks to Cisco at my while sitting by my
pool, and then later, I collected $264 thanks to Microsoft. 

Well, in DailyWealth Trader… I often show readers opportunities exactly like those
two, and show them how to collect this type of money themselves. 

And I keep it very simple. It’s just an e-mail I send right here from my computer…
… in plain English… And I give you access to all the information you need. 

It’s been a lot of fun for me.

Here’s just one of the dozens of notes I’ve received from DailyWealth Trader
subscribers so far… This first one is from Ian Seeley in Denver. 

“Since becoming a member several months ago, I have learned so much re
options trading - so far over $50,000. I wait impatiently for 10:30am each
day to see how much I will earn or learn. Thanks and please keep up your
great work.”

Or consider this… from Eric Jorgenson in St. Paul:

“[I] just signed up for DailyWealth Trader… I am now thinking this
strategy may generate enough extra income that I can retire 5 years earlier
than I previously thought I could. Thanks for your excellent advice and
service…”

~Eric Jorgenson, St. Paul, MN
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I love hearing feedback like this.

You see, I launched DailyWealth Trader earlier this year for the simple reason that
I wanted a way to share similar strategies published by Stansberry Research that I
use for myself, in my own account. That’s it.

All you have to do is check your email each morning, read what I’ve sent you, and
then login to your brokerage account and execute the trade. 

In fact, here’s what the email will look like… 

By receiving a few of the recent emails I’ve sent to DailyWealth Trader readers, you
could have learned how to collect $600 thanks to Cisco… $525 thanks to Oracle…
and $336 thanks to Microsoft. 

As I said before, this kind of information is worth thousands of dollars a year. 

But with DailyWealth Trader… you get some of the same opportunities, at a
fraction of that cost.

But before I give you all the details… let me tell you about another great feature I’ve
built into DailyWealth Trader. 

You see, Dr. David Eifrig isn't not the only successful trading analyst at Stansberry
Research that I've learned from. 

I've also worked closely with another top analyst. 

His name is Dr. Steve Sjuggerud. Chances are, you’ve heard of him. He’s a former
hedge fund manager with a Ph.D. in finance who has revolutionized retirement for
over tens of thousands of Americans over the past decade.

He is also the co-author of the best-selling book, Safe Strategies for Financial
Freedom. 

Well, Dr. Sjuggerud has spent his career scouring the market for alternative ways to
generate income… which he shares with readers in 50 U.S. states and more than 120
countries worldwide.

In fact, one of these people, a gentleman named Clyde Lafond from California, sent
us the following note about Dr. Sjuggerud: 

"I have been following Dr. Sjuggerud's investments for several years. Only
wish I had known him early in my life. My $600,000.00 is now worth well
over a $1,000,000.00. I think that I am almost ready to retire."

Or consider this, from Raymond Beck, a retired cardiac surgeon: 

"I have been reading Dr. Steve Sjuggerud's reports for over five years. I
took my wife's portfolio from her advisor and quadrupled it."

I’ve had the great fortune of becoming friends with Dr. Sjuggerud and learning some
of his best trading strategies.
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And that’s good news for you, because Dr. Sjuggerud has agreed to let me share
what I learned from him in DailyWealth Trader. 

Steve has a very different trading style from Doc. But his strategies are incredibly
successful. 

There is little doubt in my mind that what Dr. Sjuggerud has shared with me could
help you add hundreds or thousands of dollars to your retirement account each
year. 

But… here’s where the deal gets even better.

In DailyWealth Trader, I’ve also worked closely with yet another successful S&A
trading analyst.

His name is Jeff Clark. And he's got his own style of trading, too.

For more than 2 decades, Jeff ran his own $200 million money management firm
for a boutique list of about 100 of the wealthiest CEOs in Silicon Valley… And
generated millions of dollars altogether.

For example, Jeff helped a woman in California generate $180,000 each and every
year for over a decade.

And he helped a gentleman named David make almost $500,000 in 12 months. 

One of Jeff’s former clients was a Vice-President of Chevron. In fact, Jeff was so
successful he’s been approached with job offers by over a dozen banks and
brokerages on Wall Street.

But he rejected them all… and retired from the money management business in his
early 40s. 

Today he works out of his home office, and spends hours each week searching for
unique ways to generate money in the market. 

Here’s just a short list of people who have collected thousands of dollars with Jeff’s
work:

Greg Lebarra of Temecula, CA: $20,000
Kris Reynolds of Sloan, IA: $15,000
Jeffrey Pontonio of Yucca Valley, CA: $100,000
William Gibson of Abingdon, IL: $40,515
Marion Cook of Manassas, VA: $18,000
Mark Alphonso of Burbank, CA: $40,000
Rick Yaeger of Shoreline, WA: $20,000
Matt Farnam of Hiram, GA: $16,000
Chuck Lauderdale of Cleveland, OH: $100,000
Jack Kern of Dade City, FL: $58,000

By following DailyWealth Trader, you could have made $1,440 thanks to the silver
miner, Pan American Silver, courtesy of an opportunity Jeff shared with me.

So as you can see, DailyWealth Trader offers you access to the expertise of our 3
most successful trading analysts. 
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most successful trading analysts. 

And since we launched DailyWealth Trader earlier this year, I’m proud to say that
it’s achieved an 81% winning percentage on all recommended trades, including open
plays.

That’s because I’ll only send you a trade recommendation if it has a high probability
of making you money. In other words, I won't necessarily send you a new trade
recommendation each day. How many new trades you get all depends on the
market. But you'll receive insight and actionable ideas in every issue.

For instance, one day you may learn how to leverage a safe stock to generate an
income stream of 15%-30% a year... and the next day you might see a speculation on
a "boom and bust" sector - like commodities, biotech, or emerging markets.

And by the way, I don’t run this advisory letter alone. I have a “secret weapon”
that’s been helping me find the biggest winners. His name is Brian Hunt and you
might know him as the Editor in Chief of S&A Research. 

Together, Brian and I have produced over 60 winning trade recommendations
(including open plays) for our readers since we launched DailyWealth Trader in
May of 2012. 

He also happens to be a very successful trader on the side. Like me, Brian has been
using this income strategy with his own account for the last several years and has
made tens of thousands of dollars with it. 

Brian and I work together, in a shared office building here on the Florida beach
coast to make sure you receive the best opportunities to collect thousands of
dollars in extra income each year. 

But the big question, of course is… How much does DailyWealth Trader cost?

Well… before I tell you, there are 2 things you need to keep in mind, to ensure this
research service is right for you.

First, I recommend you have at least $10,000 to $20,000 in investing capital set
aside. Of course, it’s none of my business how much money you choose to invest in
any S&A recommendation, or whether you choose to invest at all. But we’ve found
that you should have at least $10,000 at your disposal in order to maximize the
benefit of using DailyWealth Trader.

And second, you’ll need to have your brokerage account set up to use options. This
is very easy to do and took me about 5 minutes when I set up my own account
online. And once you sign up, I’ll walk you step by step through how to do this in a
special report. 

So that brings me back to the question of how much this costs…

Well, first off… to get access to analysts such as Dr. David Eifrig, Dr. Steve
Sjuggerud and Jeff Clark… it would cost you over $11,000 a year. But I have them
on speed dial and am able to talk to them all the time to find out what
opportunities they’re seeing in the markets. 

In other words, the good news is that DailyWealth Trader doesn’t cost thousands of
dollars to get access to the insights and ideas of these top analysts. 
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dollars to get access to the insights and ideas of these top analysts. 

In short, the price is just $89 a month. That’s it. I worked hard to keep the price
extremely low, so that I could share the income strategy I’ve been describing to you
in this presentation – along with dozens of other strategies – with as many people
as possible.

And not surprisingly, a number of folks have taken me up on that offer…

As Phil from Texas tells us: 

“Hello Amber Lee… let me thank Porter for making your research affordable to
those of us who are not rich yet.  I've looked at the newsletters that cost thousands,
for the past few years and have repeatedly said, "not now, maybe someday".  But to
get these kinds of recommendations… was a no brainer.”

Sarah from Virginia says: “I just wanted to give you a big thanks for providing the
Daily Wealth Trader service. I’ve learned a lot from the training center and have
made a few really good trades.” 

But here’s the thing… 

Because we’ve only recently launched DailyWealth Trader… and it’s our newest
research service at S&A… I’m willing to make you a special offer.

In short, if you sign up today, you can get in at just $59 a month. 

That’s over 30% OFF.

Just bear in mind: This offer is only available for a brief time. Once we take this
video down, the price will return to $89… and you’ll be too late.

And don’t worry, take the next 30 days to have a look at DailyWealth Trader… try
it out for yourself… and see if it’s right for you. 

In other words, you can take the next month to have a look at our work… and see
how this strategy works on your own time, with your own money, in your own
account.

Within 30 days… if you decide you don’t like DailyWealth Trader and want your
money back, no problem. Just contact our Customer Service Department at S&A
Research, Monday through Friday, 9 am to 5 pm… and you’ll get a full refund.

And of course, even if you wait until after your 30-day trial ends, you can still give
us a call any time to stop your membership. You’re under no obligation. 

The bottom line is, to our knowledge, there isn’t anything else in the investment
world quite like DailyWealth Trader. Based on my own personal experience, I think
you could potentially make a lot of money with it. 

And remember: For a brief time only, we’re offering you 30% OFF the price
through this special presentation. But once we end this offer, the price will return to
normal. So if you’re interested, I urge you to get started now.

And again, you can take the next 30 days to have a look a DailyWealth Trader at
your own convenience… and still get 100% of your money back if you’re not happy. 
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But I’ll doubt you’ll ask for a refund. As one subscriber told me… 

“I want to say thank you for creating this new service as I have learned more this
month about investing and generating safe income returns than from any other
service to date… I look forward to a life-time of learning about how to generate
better stock market returns while taking less risk.”

And don’t forget: Once you sign up, you’ll receive the free special report I
mentioned earlier, showing you exactly how this income strategy works.

“My Secret to Collecting $100s on Stocks.”

And tomorrow morning, you’ll have access to receive your first DailyWealth Trader
…  which will give you our top trading insight for that day's market… and maybe
how to collect a few hundred dollars or more, just as you’ve seen me do today in
this video.  

I hope you’ll join me. 
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